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I wish the word �����
“����
con�
sciousness������������
” was
����������
short�
er, easier to spell and
easier to pronounce. It
takes a long time to type
By Geoffrey Hoppe
c-o-n-s-c-i-o-u-s-n-e-s-s.
The average length of
a word in the English
language is 5 letters.
Consciousness is a whopping 13 letters and 4 syllables long.
It doesn’t fit well on a coffee mug or t-shirt. I practically fall
asleep while slow-talking people try to speak the word.

According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, the first
known use of consciousness was back in 1629. The word
comes from Latin origins of conscius, meaning to know or
sharing knowledge. It gets me to wondering if people were
unconscious before 1629? How did they talk about conscious�
ness if the word didn’t exist? The word consciousness reached
a peak of popularity in about 1890, and then trailed off to a
low point around 1943. It came back into more popular use
again in about 1973, but has slightly declined since then.
Now people just say, “Waz happnin’?” I wonder if we��������
’�������
re los�
ing consciousness, or if the word is just too difficult to speak
and write?
I checked out some translations of the word and didn’t find
much solace. In Icelandic, it’s meðvitund. Dang… I won’t
even try to pronounce that. In Irish it’s Chonaic. That sounds
like an old-age disease. In Polish it’s świadomość. You gotta
be kidding. In German it’s Bewusstsein. That sounds like a
cabbage soup my grandmother used to cook, which caused
excessive gas. In Zulu it’s ukwazi. Well, excuse me for sneez�
ing! (Apologies to our international audience for whom the
English word consciousness isn’t any better!)
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According to Adamus, consciousness is everything. But
to me it doesn’t rate highly as a cool-sounding word, nor
do many people understand what it means. When asked
by a surly immigration officer what I do for a living, I said
that I conduct consciousness seminars. My answer was
met with a blank stare, and further questioning. “Why
are you here?” he asked, referring to the purpose of my
travels, but I couldn’t resist the esoteric answer, “Because
I choose to be.” The next thing I felt while standing at
the immigration window was Linda’s leg kicking my shin.
I wish consciousness were a cool word like zero. Zero is
cool because there aren’t many “z” words, and it’s easy to
spell. When you call someone a “zero” they know exactly
what you mean, whereas if you call them “unconscious”
they have that cow-in-the-pasture look on their face. The
word consciousness should be short, to the point, punchy
and unique. How about calling it “azi”? It’s everything
from “a” to “z” and includes “I.” The antonym (opposite)
of “azi” would be “huh?”
One thing for sure is that consciousness is hard to type
on my iPad while lying in bed. I often wake up in the mid�
dle of the night and converse with Adamus, and like to
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take notes afterwards. Trying to be a high-consciousness
type of guy, I use my iPad for note-taking rather than the
old-fashion paper and pen. But looking at my notes the
next day I see that I’ve typed consciousness as everything
from “cnscikusnss” to “csscnsscnss.” Apparently I don’t
do so well typing or spelling at 2:00 AM.
Not only is consciousness hard to write, it’s also hard
for many people to understand. One doesn’t know what
they don’t know. There are a lot of smart people out
there but it doesn’t mean they’re highly conscious. They
might be able to memorize law books or write complex
computer code, but it doesn���������������������
’��������������������
t mean they���������
’��������
re more con�
����
scious than others. For me, the only thing I know is that
I’m conscious. Everything else is subject to perception
and question.
Through the teachings of Adamus, I������������������
’�����������������
ve come to under�
stand that consciousness is the foundation of everything.
Without it there would be no universe, not even our
lovely planet Earth. I would have no way of enjoying the
music of Yoham (a shameless plug for these amazing
musicians), no way of enjoying a good meal or wine, no
way of experiencing the sensual nature of life, and no

way of having a good laugh about the craziness of life.
Without consciousness, I would not exist. Our conscious�
ness enables us to perceive and experience everything
in all realities, but more importantly our consciousness is
what created these realities.
The human intellect has a hard time grasping the
essence of consciousness. Consciousness has no energy,
but it made energy possible. It does not reside in time
or space, but rather it created time and space. There is
no force, power or motion in consciousness, perhaps the
hardest thing for left-brained people to understand. You
cannot squeeze the brain to extract its consciousness
because it is not part of the physical brain. Yet it is the
basis of all thought.
Consciousness is everything, and everything has con�
sciousness. Years ago, Tobias taught me that even
objects like chairs, street signs and rocks have something
he called sub-consciousness. In other words, everything
has an innate awareness of itself. A chair has an aware�
ness of itself as a chair, including its origins as a tree, a
seedling and its lineage to the parent tree. A rock has an
awareness of itself as a rock, including its connection to

Earth and to the cosmic and energetic conditions that
created physical Earth. These sub-consciousnesses are
not souled beings like you or I, nor do they have creator
abilities, but they do have a sense of awareness and a
network of connections back to their original creation.
Tobias taught me to tap into the object’s consciousness
in order to feel and experience it. The same can easily be
done when tapping into people.
Will computers ever simulate human consciousness?
Never say never, but for the time being it’s highly unlikely.
You can simulate the weather on a computer but it will
never experience wet. Computers in the future will prob�
ably be able to alter the weather, but they will never have
the true experience of hot or windy or dry.
In the meantime, Adamus will continue to work with
Shaumbra to explore consciousness by becoming more
aware of consciousness. That’s kind of like learning more
about water by diving into a bigger ocean. Maybe he’ll
come up with a slick new word to replace the dated and
hard-to-type word “consciousness.” Maybe it should be
just a sound, like “Ahhhhhhh!”

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
CONSCIOUSNESS, UNLEASHED
Medillín, Col ombia • March 20– 2 2 , 2 0 15
Adamus guides attendees through profound experiences to
open the consciousness, creativity, intuition and imagination. In
Consciousness, Unleashed, break through your mental barriers and
soar into uncharted levels of the I Am, all within
the safe space.
MORE INFO

KA S A M A T M
Kauai, Hawai’i • April 12–1 7 , 2 0 1 5
During our 5 days together in Kauai, we will allow the deep integration of light into our Body of Consciousness. Kauai is an ideal
place for this type of experience. The island provides nurturing
energies and a tropical climate, plus the isolation of this Pacific paradise.
MORE INFO

CONSCIOUSNESS, UNLEASHED
Kos, Greece • May 9–1 0, 2 0 1 5
Consciousness, Unleashed: if you’re looking to move stuck mental
energies, and open to fresh creativity and inspiration from within.
We’ve chosen the sunny setting of Kos, Greece, for this gathering. The cleansing, nurturing ocean energies of
the Aegean Sea are around us.
MORE INFO

LIGHT INTEGRATION
S edona, AZ, USA • Jun e 8– 9 , 2 0 1 5
In this interactive workshop, attendees will learn about the attributes of the Light Body and the Light Mind, and have experiences with the physical body meeting the light body.
MORE INFO

6
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EVENTS CALENDAR
P l e a s e v i s i t the Crimson Circle Sto re for more infor mation on the se e v en t s .
NOTE:

N ot all eve nts are yet open for registration;
C C Angels receive advance notice

MARCH
05
07
07
14
14

Teacher Council Meeting

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville

Timeless Cloud Class

Reg. closes

Keahak Life II

Online Session

Keahak IV

Online Session

Keahak IV

20   22 Consciousness Unleashed
28

MAY

Teacher Council Meeting

11

Keahak IV

04
11

Colombia

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Louisville

Keahak Life II

Online Session

12   17 KASAMA
18
19
25
30

Online Session
Kauai

Harmony Integration with Yoham Italy
Keahak IV

Online Session

JUNE
02

Kryon Tour

06

No Monthly Webcast & Shoud!

13

Keahak V Open

26

Keahak IV Finale

Grand Canyon

05   07 Kryon Channeler’s Summit

Sedona

08   09 Light Body Integration

Sedona

13

Keahak Life II

27   29 Updated Sexual Energies School
30

Online Session

Online Session
Online Session

Teacher Council Meeting

Harmony Integration with Yoham Kauai
ProGnost Cloud Class
Keahak IV

Teacher Council Meeting

Reg. closes

Online Session

Louisville

09

Keahak Life II

Online Session

17   21 The Ahmyo Retreat

Teacher Council Meeting

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Keahak V

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

09   10 Consciousness, Unleashed

02

17   19 Updated Aspectology School

02

Keahak IV

JULY

04

MAY
09

30

Online Session

APRIL
02

22

Online Session

Greece

SOLD OUT

AUGUST
01
06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud
Teacher Council Meeting
» INDEX
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THE VOICE OF

METATRON
Every creative person knows that special feeling of a moment of inspiration.
There is this sudden tickling, sparkling thoughts and a taste of magic in the air;
and you cannot help but surrender to that moment and go with it.
It doesn’t matter if that inspiration comes in words and images or melodies
and tones; it is an experience of the spirit or ‘a spirit’ coming through you,
in-spiring you, expressing itself through you. It is the feeling of being plugged
into some grander source of knowledge, beauty and perfection. Of course, in
order to express poetry one needs to know a spoken language, and in order
to express a song one needs to know the language of music. But neverthe�
less, there is still that feeling of expansion into a grander being, whether our
own or another.

By Gerhard Fankhauser

Even in my early childhood I was very creative with music, writing songs
and musical poetry, composing melodies and exploring the world of sound.
I was familiar with the space of inspiration, maybe not conscious of what it
was, but always enjoying it. And of course I’ve spent a lot of time in nature;
listening to nature, receiving it’s harmony and also playing for it and enjoyed
that intimate communion with mountains, trees, animals and myself. Those
moments are always like a refuge for me and give me rest from this often too
busy and noisy world.
When I met the Crimson Circle first and started to work with Geoffrey, Linda
& Adamus I recognized immediately a great similarity between the space of
music and the space of channeling, and over the years it became more and
more natural to play within a channel and feel those spaces merging.
Soon after beginning this collaboration I chose the name ‘Yoham’ for our
musical expression, without really knowing what it meant. I liked the sound
of it and remembered something about it meaning ‘the voice of Shaumbra’
from a Tobias Channel. Yoham never felt like a ‘band’ to me but more a cer�
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tain musical expression of the energy of Shaumbra. And, in the years of cocreating and performing merabhs together with Adamus it has become more
and more clear to me that we are plugging into the same space and energy as
Geoffrey, Linda and all Shaumbra, and then expressing that information and
spirit in music and sound.
Over the last year something changed in our music. I felt a new level of
transparency and synchronicity in the playing, a new degree of crystallization
in the sounds. It started at the Ahmyo Retreat (Tuscany, May 2014) and con�
tinued with all the new recordings, concerts and workshops. There was clearly
a new space present within our music.
We came to Colorado for the New Year’s Shoud and a new period of col�
laboration between Adamus & Yoham. We spent most of our time in the
Crimson Circle studio, creating many audio and video recordings (which will
be released over the next few weeks and months). It was a wonderful, creative
period but just before the Quantum Allowing workshop all of Yoham (Amir,
Einat and myself) had a big clash. Suddenly the energies were heavy and
stuck. I felt very frustrated, not knowing how we would go on stage the next
day to help facilitate the workshop without being pretentious. In the evening
I took a bath and suddenly felt the presence of a grand and luminous being.
Melting into the water I started a kind of dialogue with this being that helped
me understand the deeper nature of the conflict we were facing. I also got the
message that this being would be – and already is – present during our music,
and suddenly realized it was Metatron!
After I got out of the bath and we got together in the evening, all the hard
feelings and the whole conflict simply dissolved away. In some miraculous way
each person was in a state of forgiveness and compassion towards the others;
it was absolutely stunning.
At the opening of the Quantum Allowing workshop Adamus especially
invited Metatron as one of the guests for the gathering and announced that
his presence would come in through our music. And, from the first moment
that we went on stage, I felt that grand presence and a magical vibration flow�
ing through each of us and our music, synchronizing and harmonizing us with
those spheres. That afternoon we played a special integration session, follow�
ing a short channel with Adamus, that for me was one of the most wonderful
live musical experiences ever; a multidimensional and deep journey inward,
truly Metatronal! There was a vibration of magic in the air after that session
and we all felt truly blessed.
I’m happy to say that, due to the facilities of the Crimson Circle studio, we
will soon be offering that special integration experience, now called “Sweet
Integration” in both video and audio format to all Shaumbra. I still feel it
simply amazing!
Heart greetings,
Master G

Gerhard Fankhauser – www.Oryom-Music.com
» INDEX
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NEW

With Adamus, Yoham and Metatron
“Ultimately, enlightenment is the integration. It’s integration of aspects. It’s integration of body, mind and spirit
into the Body of Consciousness. It’s integration of the
past and the future. Integration occurs when one allows.
Integration is bringing back together every part of you
– divine and human, masculine, feminine – bringing it
back together into your wholeness, your oneness, your
I Am-ness.”

gies, knowing that the essence of Adamus and Metatron
will be very present with you.
Immersed in the energies of Quantum Allowing, Gerhard
Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Yakobi give one of their
most inspired performances in Sweet Integration. Flow
along on the waves of energy and music, and allow your�
self to fully enter into this magical experience.
For the best listening experience, please use high quality
headphones in a space where you will not be interrupted.
Available for a special price through April 30:

~ Adamus Saint-Germain
During the Quantum Allowing workshop in Louisville,
Colorado in early 2015, Adamus invited the attendees
for an evening experience of “Sweet Integration.” He
gave a short channel, followed by about 50 minutes of
inspired music with Yoham, infused by the accompanying
energies of Metatron.

Audio and video download set – $40

You are invited to relax into this experience and allow
your own integration. Sink back into the supporting ener�

Video download – $35
Audio download – $25
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AVAILABLE MARCH 6, 2015

After May 1, 2015

NEW

FREE!

By Tobias as channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe
The Silent Prayer is a prayer to the divinity within you,
a prayer of trust, acceptance and grace.
As you join this prayer, let it be an acknowledgement
that Spirit has heard every prayer you have ever voiced
and has given unto you all that you have asked for. It
is an acknowledgement that your soul is complete in
the love and grace of God, an acknowledgement of
your total state of perfection and Is-ness. All that you
desire, all that you wish to co-create, is already within
your reality.
This is called the Silent Prayer because it is a recogni�
tion that your Being is already fulfilled. There is no need

to ask for anything of Spirit, because it has already been
given. It is a prayer of now allowing the blessings of Spirit
into your life.
This beautiful prayer is now available in audio format,
recorded by Geoffrey Hoppe and the musical group
Yoham (Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa & Amir Yakobi),
and is an inspiring and comforting reminder of the truth
of your being.
Audio MP3 (8:32) – NEW!
Text PDF

THE SILENT PRAYER - FREE DOWNLOAD

» INDEX
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LETTING GO OF

GUILT
As many of you who followed the NEC in Salzburg, Austria last year will
know, I was privileged to be amongst the guest speakers and to share some�
thing of the message of my book Addiction Unplugged: How To Be Free
– the first book of its kind to be written from the perspective of conscious
awareness. I look forward to similarly sharing its message of freedom with
Shaumbra attending the upcoming event on the beautiful Greek island of Kos
this coming May.

WHY SHOULD A MESSAGE ABOUT ADDICTION BE RELEVANT TO ME?
By John Flaherty

For those of you who haven’t yet come across the book, I can only invite
you to consider getting hold of a copy – for I know you will find in its pages
exactly what your heart has been looking for. I say that not from arrogance
but simply because I realise that by sharing its message of freedom, we can
overcome together, not only addiction to substances, but our addiction to a
way of life that has been intoxicating us all.

WE NEED TO RE–MEMBER WHO WE ARE
Addiction Unplugged: How To Be Free, essentially reminds us not to forget
to re–member the truth of our essence – who we really are. From that entirely
different starting place, we begin at last to see life, all of life, through a differ�
ent lens and from a completely new perspective. We begin to live our truth!
As soon as we ‘allow,’ everything changes. EVERYTHING ... old behaviours,
repetitive habits, addictive behaviours and dependencies, all fall away.
I was struck by one sentence in particular in Geoffrey Hoppe’s opening
article in the last edition of the Shaumbra Magazine, where he recognises the
conscious shift that is unleashed in each of us as soon as we ‘allow’ ourselves

12
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to remember and then realise our Divinity. Referring to his channeling of
Adamus at the Quantum Allowing Workshop at the Crimson Circle Centre in
Colorado, Geoff described the easy and natural flow of that non–separation
this way: “Adamus was in top form (because I was allowing)...”
When we each allow our true essence to
powerfully speak through us, we become a
vibrant and magnetic presence, wherever
we stand. The collected behaviours and the
accumulated addictive patterns we may have
amassed in our human form, literally dissolve.
We speak with authority, with sovereignty
and with freedom. We present with a depth,
flow, truth, eloquence, wisdom, and we do
so easily and effortlessly. Channeled wisdom
streams through us, uninhibited.

SHEDDING THE WETSUIT OF GUILT:
OUR GREATEST INHIBITOR
I’m currently writing my second book and
look forward to sharing it with you too, as soon
as it is ready to go to press. While Addiction
Unplugged: How To Be Free is a practical
‘how to’ book, guiding readers to move from
addictions and dependencies to preferences
(allowing), the message of my next book is
how to move from the place of ‘allowing’ to
new found acceptances (Self–discovery) of
who we truly are. Only one obstacle appears
to stand in our way from experiencing that
freedom, and the word we use to describe it
is... G–U–I–L–T.
To ‘allow’ – in the way Adamus is inviting
us all – guilt must be shed. The freedom in
shedding the wetsuit of guilt is immense. You
see, guilt is the confusion we have between
who we truly are and who we have learnt to
become. And for as long as we continue to
accumulate the falsehoods of the latter cloud�
ing the truth of the former, we will be left in
doubt. For guilt feeds doubt, and while there
is doubt about who we are, our attempts to enjoy the freedom of ‘allowing’
remain only attempts. Guilt very insidiously sees to that.
Once again, my guide in composing the message of this next book is

» INDEX
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my great nephew Aidan. Aidan is my only spiritual guru
these days. He is now 5 years of age and observation
tells me that Aidan has not yet taken on guilt. It remains
unknown to him. He has not yet accumulated layers of
its wetsuit–like heaviness. Aidan can be embarrassed,
but guilt has not yet formed in his psyche.

FROM MISERY TO FREEDOM
To truly be ourselves in childhood is something rarely
encouraged by adult society, which is why guilt kicks in
when we dare to ‘allow’ and be ourselves anyway. We
don’t tend to think of guilt as originating from society’s
suppression of our desire to be ourselves, enjoy our�
selves, allow ourselves. We more often associate it, mis�
takenly, with doing something “wrong.” Not surprisingly
our addictions and dependencies are also thought of as
“wrong,” when in actual fact they arise purely because we have tried to sup�
press and contain a natural born desire to explore a universe that beckons
investigation everywhere our gaze falls as an infant. Such freedom to allow
our investigation would of course continue into adulthood, were it not consis�
tently slapped down, negated, punished even. As a result, we have become
covert in expressing our natural being. We snatch at opportunities, taking
what we can from life, rather than all there is. Those hidden actions are termed
addictions, when in truth they are the shackles of guilt, borrowed from those
who had not discovered the truth of their own sovereignty.
NOW is the time to give yourself back to your Self.

I AM That I AM
The ‘I’ that you were at 4 years old, and before that time, is the same
‘I’ that you are today. It will be the ‘I’ that you are at 70, 80, 100 years
of age, ad infinitum, without beginning and without end...
I AM That Infinity
I AM That Presence
I AM That Power
I AM That Realisation
I AM That I AM and
I AM That NOW!

John Flaherty – www.beawarebealive.com
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Aidan

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any current Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming files for 90 days starting from the day you register.

BEWUSSTSEINS REVOLUTION
Adamus ist in der neuen BewusstseinsRevolution in Topform. Diese 3-teilige
Crimson Circle Cloud Class Serie bietet
Einsichten in einige der tiefgreifendsten
Veränderungen in der Geschichte des
Planeten. Elemente aus Science Fiction,
Spiritualität und Physik, vermischen sich
zu einer praxisnahen Anleitung für den
Zuschauer.
Adamus beginnt mit der Frage, “Warum
bist du hier?” und präsentiert, auf seine
typische Art, eine einzigartige und provokative Antwort. Anschließend führt er
uns in Diskussionen über Bewusstsein,
Dimensionalität und die Bedeutung von
Zeit. Adamus erzählt eine Geschichte aus
seinem bald erscheinenden Buch, Memoiren
eines Meisters, spricht über die Lehnsherren
der Zeit, und führt den Zuschauer in der
Abschlusssitzung in eine persönliche
Erfahrung jenseits der Grenzen von Zeit.

Länge: 3 sessions
Preis: $95 USD
Anmeldeschluss:
20. März 2015 – Als Stream für 90
Tage nach Registration.
MEHR INFO – DEUTSCH

PROGNOST™
Quantum weirdness, ancient documents, God
disintegration, viruses, challenges, opportunities, revelations… these are just a few of the
topics discussed in ProGnost™ 2015!
During this two-day event, presenters Jim
Self, Dr. Douglas Davies, Patricia Aburdene
and Adamus Saint-Germain give a clear
picture of upcoming dynamics for 2015 and
beyond. The potentials they share are sobering, exciting and far-reaching.

Length: 7 sessions
Cost: $235 USD
Registration closes:
April 18, 2015 – Stream for 90
days after you register.
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MORE INFO – SPANISH

Joined by the energies of Sam/Tobias and
the other ascended Masters, Adamus says
that this is the year when the light of consciousness illuminates many, many things.
Saying that the energies will be somewhat
segmented into quarters throughout the
year, he talks about what to watch for including things like survival issues, religious disillusionment, new revelations from unexpected sources, toxic releases and plenty of what
he calls “quantum weirdness.”

» INDEX
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“EACH OF YOU HAS CHOSEN TO BE A TEACHER
OF THE NEW ENERGY.
YOU WILL DO WHATEVER IT TAKES.
YOU WILL SACRIFICE WHATEVER IT TAKES.
YOU WILL RELEASE WHATEVER IT TAKES FROM
YOUR LIFE TO BE ONE WHO IS AT THE FOREFRONT,
ONE WHO WILL BE A TEACHER.”
TOBIAS – CREATOR SERIES

FIERCE GRACE
AND FREEDOM

Several years ago while vacationing
in the Florida Keys with girlfriends, one
of these lovely ladies suggests we go
snorkeling. In a moment of rum–laden
madness, I agree. Me. The person
who is afraid of deep water says, “Oh,
wouldn’t that be fun! I have never been snorkeling. Sign me up.”
On the day of said snorkeling event, a low–grade terror begins to���������
percola�
te, growing steadily, until I find myself on a speedboat headed out onto the
ocean. Crashing over waves, the shore only a distant memory, the adventure
guide says something captivating about sharks and how we should be safe.

By Donna Van Keuren

As we are given our snorkeling instructions I try to listen, but the blood
pounding in my ears makes it a challenge. I triple check my equipment:
goggles – on; fins – on; goggles – on... By this time everyone is in the water
but me. Imagining I feel like a Navy SEAL about to go on special ops, I survey
the void before me. I cannot see anyone else because the waves are so big. I
cannot see land. I cannot see how I am going to get out of this boat.
In an act of sheer determination, I get my shaking little butt over the edge
and work my way down the ladder into the water. It’s cold. The boat is being
tossed around, and in a desperate lunge I let go of the ladder, still clinging to
the anchor line and battered by the waves.
A girlfriend sees me and swims over, quickly assessing the situation. She
gently clasps my freaked–out face, looks lovingly into my deer–in–the–head�
lights eyes, and says, “Let go of the anchor line, honey. It is pulling you all
over the place. Trust me, it will be much better if you just let go. It is time
to let go now.”

16
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I look at her like she is insane, but the truth of her words
eventually sinks into my panicked brain and I let go. It is
one of the bravest things I have ever done.
Now floating gently with the waves, I cannot tell you
how much better this is. I swim out with my friend and we
snorkel together, hand–in–hand, until I tell her I am ready
to go solo. I paddle about. I see no sharks. Olympic gold
medalists are not any prouder than I in this moment.
Fast forward to January, 2015 and a different kind
of ocean.
I am sitting in the basement of my childhood home, a
lifetime of memories swimming around me and an anchor
line that goes back generations, represented by the chim�
ney that dominates the center of the basement. I have
dreamt of this chimney repeatedly since I was 8 years old.
In these dreams I am always doing something joyful
when a loud alarm goes off. There is time to panic, to hide,
to run; but inevitably the chimney breaks open releasing
the rage trapped inside. It is masculine, full of fire and
force, bent on destruction. This energy terrifies me.

When my dream–self was young, I hid in my parents’
bed under the blankets. Growing older, I flee the house,
but the energy follows me. Learning that I can’t escape
it by running away, I start building my capacity to face
whatever is breaking through. As the energy unleashes,
my dream self opens the basement door, takes one step
down the stairs and crumbles, terrified, unable to save
myself. Many dreams later, I make it all the way down to
face a roaring wall of fire where the chimney once stood.
One day in my waking state, I decide to do a medita�
tion and unlock the chimney. I find a young girl trapped
inside. She is innocent, yet wise, an intuitive aspect of
myself. I feel such relief at freeing her. Curiously, she is
the only one I meet.
After the meditation, I lay down to take a nap. On
the edge of sleep I slide into a trance state and feel a
great energy release in my body. First I see the young
girl’s eyes flash in my vision, and then a great force
explodes in my lower belly. I try to hold it back, but I
can’t. The energy, sexual and angry, roars through me
with a blood lust, wanting to overpower, control, and
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destroy all in my path. Two small children walk before me in the
dream and this demon inside rises up in glee at the thought of
such innocence. A part of me is trying to urge the children to
run; another part of me wants to chase. I awake trembling and
sweating, “Oh my God, what have I done!?” The Man in the
Chimney was never just a dream.
I have felt this energy all my life. There was never one joyful
moment in my younger years when I did not also feel this shad�
ow. I didn’t trust myself. I felt the energy rise up when I saw small
children, or watched certain movies, and I would fiercely shove it
back down and run to The Light. I did not embrace my personal
power – whether creative, financial or sexual – for fear of abus�
ing it. I lived with guilt, always trying to be a perfect child, then
a perfect adult. I followed all the rules and was very, very hard
on myself. And yet, every relationship I attracted illuminated a
part of this shadow. Every role I chose catered to it. I knew this
imbalance was karmic and it had been with me for a long, long
time. Healing this schism became my life work.
In my last dream of this genre, I am standing
upstairs in Mom’s home and I notice blood dripping
down the walls. When I go into the basement to
investigate, a man from my ancestral line crawls out
of the wall, stalks me and holds me down on the
stairs. Paralyzed with fear, I call out to my mother for
help, but she can’t hear me.
A few weeks later Mom is diagnosed with B Cell
Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia, a blood cancer that
strikes young children.
In 2014, I spent 6 out of 11 months in Wisconsin
watching as the illness strips her of life force and
functioning. I cannot save her. I cannot fix this. I
listen as she tells me how much she wants to frolic
again; and at last, I witness as she dives deep, finally
allowing the fierce grace to burn through her and
transform everything.
During each visit I stay in her home, my child�
hood home, and feel the energies roar. I awake at
night with cold sweats, have panic attacks, and I
know there is no escape. My conscious presence
is required. It is a year of allowing the unallow�
able, facing all the demons, until I fully realize this
energy is NOT who I am. The chimney is an ances�
tral karmic pattern, and the potential for freedom
is already alive within me.
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My mother made her transition January 8, 2015. She
fully received her grace and has shown herself to me on
the other side in a timeless state, light and luminous and
free. She is a great soul mate of mine, the depth of this
revealed by the way she catalyzed my own enlighten�
ment, and there are times I miss her profoundly. But when
I reach out in the new energy, she is right there in joy,
celebrating me, encouraging me. Her constant message
is this: “Let GO! Do not hang on. Separate from the pat�
tern. Do not let possessions shackle you to this old ener�
gy. Do not hold on to who you were in the past. Release
the ancestral pain body. Be free! This is your time.”

New videos
Español & Deutsch!
Earth Consciousness and God
Highlights from Kharisma Shoud 6

Sitting in the basement, surrounded by generations of
belongings and memories, and flooded with emotions,
I realize I cannot have it both ways. I can’t hang on to
what is familiar and realize my freedom. Old pain can be
addictive; it is entangled in my cells, tied to my beliefs,
central to my stories. What does it take to leap fully into
the unknown and cross The Threshold? I must let go of
the anchor line and dive into the ocean.

Español NEW!

Cleansing Merabh
From Kharisma Shoud 6

Mom’s memorial celebration was a memorial for me
also, for the person I was and the roles I played in this
age–old tale of duality. I cannot be that person anymore.
I am already “beyond” her. She is one who held energy
for others, who martyred herself and allowed feeding,
who built bridges to fix and to save. I release her now to
re–member and radiate my freedom.

Español NEW!

Deutsch NEW!

ProGnost Recap
What’s going on in 2015?
Here’s a glimpse…

So much is leaving. What remains is a void, a mysteri�
ous spacious emptiness that is not empty at all, luminous
but not yet formed. What lies on the other side? Today,
all I know is how it feels.

Donna Van Keuren is a published artist, a musician,
and an empath and intuitive with over 10 years of experience as an energy reader. Light the Journey, her business with partner Joe Davinroy, is transforming as they
embody as teachers and Standards of new energy and
conscious creation.

The Silent Prayer
By Tobias
Narrated by Geoffrey Hoppe

Donna Van Keuren – www.lightthejourney.com
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POEM
At some point each emanation longs
for reintegration with me.

being on the search for your wholeness?
Can you just change your perspective?

To become whole again.
Like a wave, holding an identity of a
wave for a while,

Here I AM.

experiencing being a wave,

Just look inside.

the movement, the dynamics, the
encounters.

for everything “out” is but a distraction.

Then, to reintegrate,
nothing is required.
By Joachim Wolffram

HAPPY ENDING

Ever–present.
Do not reach out,
I AM here.
The human dream is just a dream.
You can change it any time.

Just a change of perspective.

And you can leave it any time.

A perspective that is ever–present:

No need to have a happy ending for
your dream, you see.

It just remembers it is not different
from the ocean,

Can you fathom that?
Can you allow that truth of truths?

from me.
I AM.

Never was.

I have always been.

Yet, it was so real.

I will continue to be.

The experience so deep.

Before time,

I AM the happy ending.
I AM the ever–new beginning.
Can you embody that truth?
Can you embody me?
Can you walk that truth in your reality?

beyond time.

And all the time,

I AM the ultimate observer,

I was observing.

the ultimate experiencer,

I was co–experiencing.

yet, I never moved,

Observing the ways of existence.

for I am beyond space.

Indeed, I MOVE.

Co–exploring the known and the
unknown.

A new beginning.

Indeed, I never moved.

For then, it could be said for the very
first time:
I MOVE.

A new round of creation.
To experience I send forth emanations.

Whatever can be experienced,

They dive into realities,

whatever is livable,

be they self–created or co–created.

sooner or later it will be experienced

A new dance in consciousness.
Just a change of perspective.

by a bold being,

As I AM beyond time,

Are those emanations me?

for that is the nature of creation,

I already dance that dance.

They are not different from me,

the expansion of creation.

yet they are sovereign.

With you.
You see?

Sovereign.

Now I ask you, human:

Come.

Sovereign, in every respect.

Can you let go of your dream of
being a separate entity,

Dance.
Joachim Wolffram
www.trueselfsoft.com
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JUNE 2015
SEDONA EVENTS
3 MAGICAL EVENTS
IN SEDONA!

JUNE 2 AND 5–9, 2015
Sedona, Arizona is considered the New Age mecca of
North America. Its natural beauty is unsurpassed. In the
midst of the Sonoran Desert, Sedona’s main attraction
is its array of red sandstone formations. The formations
appear to glow in brilliant orange and red when illumi�
nated by the rising or setting sun. The red rocks form
a popular backdrop for many activities, ranging from
spiritual pursuits to the hundreds of hiking and mountain
biking trails. Join us in Sedona this June for one, two or
all of the events.

SEDONA, USA
Kahu Fred Sterling – Master Kirael; Peggy Phoenix
Dubro – Divine Feminine; Steve Rother – The Group;
Ronna Herman – Archangel Michael; James Tyberonn
– Archangel Metatron; Marilyn Harper – Master Yeshua 

KRYON GRAND CANYON TOUR
June 2

MORE INFO – GRAND CANYON TOUR

Nothing can prepare one for the enormity of the
Grand Canyon. It is almost as if the heart and soul of
the earth has suddenly been laid bare. Come see it
with Lee Carroll/Kryon, Kahuna Kalei’iliahi, Geoffrey
Hoppe/Kuthumi lal Singh, Peggy Phoenix Dubro/Divine
Feminine, and Lupito Jones (Crystal Tones).

LIGHT INTEGRATION

For the Body of Consciousness
June 8–9

KRYON CHANNELER’S SUMMIT
June 5–7

MORE INFO – KRYON SUMMIT

The Summit will feature 12 world–class channelers over
a three–day period.
Channelers include (in order of appearance):
Lee Carroll – Kryon; Jeff Michaels – Onereon; Marilyn
Harper – Adironnda; Geoffrey Hoppe – Adamus
Saint–Germain; Jonette Crowley – Mark & Ashtatara;
Prageet Harris – Alcazar; Jim Self – The Archangels;

MORE INFO – LIGHT INTEGRATION

Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe team up with Jim Self
(Mastering Alchemy) for an intense two–day workshop.
In recent years both the Crimson Circle and Mastering
Alchemy work have been focused on receiving the Light
Body. For the first time, these teachers come together for
the light body integration. In this interactive workshop,
attendees will learn about the attributes of the Light
Body and the Light Mind, and have experiences with
the physical body meeting the light body. This workshop
is not recommended for persons currently taking anti–
depressant or anti–anxiety medications.
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

Have you ever felt on top of the world, like you finally have it together, only
to have something happen that sends you to the pit of despair? Or maybe one
day you feel like this enlightenment thing is almost within your grasp, and the
next day you wake up filled with dread and sadness from god-knows-where. I
know we’ve all felt this dizzying shift from the highest highs to the lowest lows,
and when we look for something to blame it on we usually find it in the mirror.
But for humans on the path of integration, these crazy days can actually be a
shortcut to realization. It’s all about where you put your consciousness.
When we make the choice, whether consciously or not, to embark on the
process of integration, well, stuff happens. In fact, I think a lot of the misery
we call “��������������������������������������������������������������������
ascension symptoms��������������������������������������������������
” is actually side effects of the integration pro�
cess. It can be helpful to remember that when a stuck aspect comes knocking
at the door of your Self, it will bring along all its
stinky baggage like fear, anger, sadness, guilt,
and whatever other nastiness caused us to hide
it away in the first place. When an aspect comes
close, we feel
�����������������������������������
all
������������������������������
that stuff – and then won�
der what’s wrong with us. But that moment
of feeling the ugliness is actually the golden
opportunity for integration.

AND
CONSCIOUSNESS

That’s why Adamus has been
talking about the importance of
‘and.’ If you can remember to
and your issues, they’ll turn out
to be the greatest gifts you could
ever give yourself.

A couple weeks ago I set out on
a long anticipated journey, happily expecting it to be
simple and fun. But by the end of it I felt like I’d gone
around the universe and back. I’d wanted to attend the
Threshold ever since it was first launched, and last month
I had the opportunity to be at the recent event near Kelowna, B.C. I love travel�
ing and decided on a fun itinerary. I would fly from Denver to Seattle, meet up
with a friend and drive together the six hours up to Kelowna. I would enjoy a
nice relaxing day trip and arrive just in time for the welcome dinner.
I stepped off the plane in Seattle feeling proud of myself that everything
was going so smoothly. Then, on the way down to baggage claim, a sicken�
ing realization came over me. My passport was tucked safely away back home
in Colorado! Inside the U.S. you can travel with only a driver’s license, but of
course a passport is required to go to Canada. Standing in the middle of the
busy airport, my body felt hot and cold as the implications dawned on me.
I had been planning this trip for months, someone else was counting on me
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for a ride, and I couldn’t even fathom a solution to this
monumental screw-up. Ugh… time to breathe and try to
ignore the panicked voices in my head.
First I called my friend to let her know what had hap�
pened. Then I asked several airlines about flights back to
Denver but it was a holiday weekend and they were sold
out. Well, maybe hubby Joep could fly to Seattle, spend
the night and go home the next morning. But he would
hate that idea, and who knows what the cost would be.
“Breathe!” I told myself. “There’s always a solution.
What would a Master do?” Hmm, maybe I could just
poof the passport right into my purse. I took a deep
breath, imagined it, and checked. Nope, it still wasn’t
there. I knew I was way too attached to the outcome to
succeed at a stunt like that. “Keep breathing…” Hmm,
if Joep could get on a plane and bring it to me, maybe
he could just put the passport itself on the plane. I went
back to the airline desk and, after several phone calls, it
was finally arranged. Oh the relief! I wouldn’t miss the

workshop after all or spend a king’s ransom on another
ticket. It would only cost me the shipping fee. Well, and
a bunch of time. So dear, patient Joep drove two more
hours in the snowstorm taking my passport to the airport,
my friend got a flight to Kelowna and I settled in to wait.
Now that the emergency was handled, the old familiar
feelings and voices could no longer be ignored. “Why
do you still create stupid problems like this? Why do you
always have to mess everything up, even for other people?
When are you ever going to be competent and get some�
thing right for a change?” I’ve been at this inner work long
enough to recognize a golden opportunity, miserable
though it was, and decided to take the extra hours to do
some and-ing. After all, if everything serves my enlighten�
ment, even apparently foolish mistakes, I wanted to see
how this would serve me. So I kept breathing.
Yes, I feel like an idiot and this creation is somehow
absolutely perfect. Yes, it looks like a total waste of time
and money and here I am with some extra time to myself,
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even spending some of it at the ocean! Yes, I created a huge inconvenience
for some other people and it’s okay, maybe even serving them somehow. Yes,
it was confusing, frightening and frustrating, and what a rush of excitement
for my soul to experience!
Evening came and I was getting tired. I should have been at the resort by
now, resting and preparing for tomorrow. Yet here I was, sitting in my rental
car, trying to get a nap before I could finally get on the road. Curling up on the
back seat with some extra clothes for warmth I tried to sleep, without much
success. Then some part of me remembered a recent comment from Adamus.
“Life is where you place your consciousness. ”I’d already been exploring it
with some interesting results. So I took a deep breath and began “placing”
my consciousness in the feeling of being rested and refreshed, as if I’d slept
all night in a comfortable bed. It wasn’t visualizing or even imagining; it was
simply placing myself in that consciousness, or placing my consciousness in
that reality of refreshed and rejuvenated. Of course my brain was trying hard
to figure it out and do what it thought I was asking for, even while remind�
ing me of the reality it perceived. But, letting go with every breath, I actually
experienced a few moments of the clear consciousness of total rejuvenation.
And then I wasn’t sleepy anymore so I went into the airline cargo office to
wait. Finally, after a long flight delay and a misplaced package, the precious
passport was in my hands at the stroke of midnight. I could finally set out
for Kelowna, thirteen hours after I had planned. Inviting Adamus to keep me
company and a 4-shot Starbucks latte in hand, I hit the road.
It was quite a surreal journey, to be sure. I loved the solitude and managed
to keep my consciousness in “wide awake” fairly well. As the night and miles
wore on I felt the strange physical disorientation that comes with lack of sleep.
Observing my internal reality structures getting wobbly and starting to dis�
solve, I realized it was the perfect preparation for the workshop. Apparently
every part of Me except my brain had orchestrated this experience – yes,
specifically to support my realization.
I finally checked in to the beautiful Sparkling Hill Resort at six o’clock in
the morning, and after a short nap it was time for the workshop to begin. My
defenses had been successfully dismantled and I dived into the most transfor�
mational experience I can remember. Yes, I was tired, and it was the beginning
of a whole new phase of my existence. Yes, I felt pretty silly about it all and I
felt how the Master within had lovingly orchestrated an incredible experience.
There are a lot of ways I could have told this story, but I like the one where
my consciousness was placed in adventure and realization. It’s an amazing
thing to place your consciousness wherever you choose! It doesn’t mean
your external reality instantly changes; it means you experience ‘what is’ and
what you have chosen. It means you can be sleepy and refreshed, stupid and
competent, human and divine, a moron and a Master. And it sure makes life
a whole lot more interesting!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

September 4–6, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

September 4–6, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

March 6–8, 2015
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
Timea Thomázy

September 11–13, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

March 13–15, 2015
Kelowna BC, Canada
Tammie ORielly

March 14–15, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

March 23–25, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Leanne Woodbury

April 11–12, 2015
Lendava, Slovenia
Timea Thomázy and Alfred Halasz

March 13–15, 2015
Sandy, Utah, United States
Kathleen Haws

March 28–30, 2015
Horsens, Denmark
Finn Andersen and Anne Maribo Andersen

April 25–26, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

March 13–15, 2015
Milan, Italy
Denise Grace Nicolau

April 10–12, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

May 1–2, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

March 20–22, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz and Sigrid Nullmeyer

April 17–19, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

April 24–26, 2015
Vienna, Austria
Marianne Fuerlinger and Heinrich Balatka

March 20–22, 2015
Oberkirch near Offenburg/Baden, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
March 27–29, 2015
Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain
Denise Grace Nicolau
April 10–12, 2015
Porto, Portugal
Irene Berger

April 24–26, 2015
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

March 27–29, 2015
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt–Lent

April 24–26, 2015
Cascais, Portugal
Raquel Miranda

April 17–19, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

May 15–17, 2015
Golden, Colorado, United States
Joep Claessens and Jean Tinder

April 24–26, 2015
Katowice, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

June 12–14, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

May 1–3, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

March 6–8, 2015
Forli, Italy
Gioia Villa

July 10–12, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

June 12–21, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Andrea Spitzer

March 6–8, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS

April 24–26, 2015
Dijon, France
Jean–Pascal Danos

April 10–12, 2015
Canton San Vicente, Manabi, Ecuador
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

March 6–8, 2015
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt–Lent

May 1–3, 2015
Sibiu, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

April 24–26, 2015
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt–Lent

March 13–15, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

May 1–3, 2015
Bad Honnef near Bonn, Germany
Brise Baulitz

April 30–May 2, 2015
Nazareth, Israel
Karin Hoyer and Jutta Bosch

March 27–29, 2015
Vasa, Finland
Susanne Nordström

May 1–3, 2015
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

May 15–17, 2015
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm

March 27–29, 2015
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

May 8–10, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

May 15–17, 2015
Hudson, Quebec, Canada
Brenda Harley and Andrea Spitzer

April 2–4, 2015
Silkeborg, Denmark
Anne Soevang

May 8–10, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

May 22–24, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster

April 3–5, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

June 12–14, 2015
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

May 29–31, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

April 3–5, 2015
Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

June 26–28, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

June 5–7, 2015
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

April 10–12, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

July 10–12, 2015
Santa Maria, RS, Brazil
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

June 19–21, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Virgilia Aguirre

April 17–19, 2015
Neuenstadt–Bürg, Germany
Jessie Jandt

October 23–25, 2015
Groebenzell, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber

September 7–9, 2015
Szczecin, Poland
Iwona Wirkus

April 17–19, 2015
Ansfelden bei Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs
April 17–19, 2015
Katowice, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

April 17–19, 2015
Golden, Colorado, United States
Joep Claessens

March 13–15, 2015
Boxtel, Noord–Brabant, Netherlands
Irene Berger

March 5–7, 2015
Perth, Australia
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

April 24–26, 2015
Sirmione, Italy
Gioia Villa

March 27–29, 2015
Milan, Italy
Gioia Villa

March 27–29, 2015
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomázy and Robert Gulyas
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
JOURNEY OF THE ANGELS

March 6–8, 2015
Kristiansand, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

April 17–19, 2015
Treasure Island, Florida, United States
Iwona Wirkus and Danuska Mitchell

March 6–8, 2015
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

April 17–19, 2015
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

March 13–15, 2015
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura and Reetta Lappalainen

April 17–19, 2015
Toronto, Canada
Virgilia Aguirre and David R. McMaster

March 13–15, 2015
Golden, Colorado, United States
Joep Claessens and Jean Tinder

April 17–19, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

March 20–22, 2015
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Martina Kaiser

April 17–19, 2015
Salem, Virginia, United States
Clemens Federowicz and Ann Plantier

March 20–22, 2015
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol

April 21–23, 2015
Canton San Vicente, Manabi, Ecuador
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

March 20–22, 2015
Milan, Italy
Gioia Villa and Samanta Mela

May 1–3, 2015
Gröbenzell near Munich, Germany
Dagmar Wollenweber and Alex Gall

March 20–22, 2015
Salem, Virginia, United States
Clemens Federowicz and Ann Plantier

May 8–10, 2015
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar and Claudia Gil Reloba

March 20–22, 2015
Eugene, Oregon, United States
John McCurdy and Mary Beth Shewan

May 14–16, 2015
Basel, Switzerland
Viola Koehler and Marika Kontuniemi

March 27–29, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan and Leanne Woodbury

May 23–25, 2015
Copenhagen, Denmark
Anne Soevang and Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen

March 27–29, 2015
Bückeburg (near Hannover), Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

June 5–7, 2015
Bremen, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Ingrid Aldendorff

March 28–30, 2015
Doenrade, Netherlands
Irene Berger and Amy Jecheva

June 5–7, 2015
Tampere, Finland
Eijamaria Broholm and Susanne Nordström

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

April 10–12, 2015
Krummhörn n. Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

June 5–7, 2015
Mexico City, Mexico
Pilar Acevedo and Virgilia Aguirre

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

April 10–12, 2015
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert and Anne Soevang

June 26–28, 2015
Köniz, Switzerland
Heidi Stäheli and Mirella Baumgartner

March 27–29, 2015
Tverlandet, Norway
Evy Finjord Heggelund
April 10–12, 2015
Katowice, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
April 17–19, 2015
Canton San Vicente, Manabi, Ecuador
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola
April 17–19, 2015
Helsinki, Finland
Irma Rantala
April 25–27, 2015
Sydney, Australia
Jann Morgan
May 14–16, 2015
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
June 12–14, 2015
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZETM
April 23–26, 2015
Lendava, Slovenia
Timea Thomázy and Alfred Halasz
June 25–28, 2015
San Miguel de Allende, Mexico
Virgilia Aguirre
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CRIMSON
CIRCLE
TEACHER
TRAINING
READY TO BE A CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER?
There can be many different reasons that someone decides to
attend a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher training.
Some do it to deepen their own personal knowledge of the material, and some love sharing their insights with others and conducting workshops. Whatever your reason, training to become a
Crimson Circle teacher will add a new dimension to your
personal experience of the materials.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
June 15–17, 2015
Perth, Australia
Jennifer Grace King and Yvonne Bost
August 2–4, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
David McMaster and Iwona Wirkus

DREAMWALKER™ ASCENSION
May 28–31, 2015
Santa Maria, Brazil
Maria Luisa Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
March 19–22, 2015
Sandy, Utah, USA
Kathleen Haws

To teach any of the Crimson Circle classes, you must:
Pay for and attend the class you desire to teach
Pay for and attend Tobias’ Sexual Energies School
Check the Teacher Training listings in your area,
or contact Maija Leisso for more information
Note that for some Advanced Studies certifications
(Aspectology, Journey of the Angels and
DreamWalker Life) you must also be a certified
Sexual Energies School teacher.

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
March 26–29, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Carmen Rivalet
April 25–28, 2015
Manabi, Ecuador
Malú Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
March 12–15, 2015
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Carmen Rivalet

MORE INFO

June 11–14, 2015
Santa Maria, Brazil
Maria Luisa Gaxiola and Raiza Preziuso
July 28–31, 2015
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
David McMaster and Iwona Wirkus
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NEW TRANSLATIONS

THERE WERE
NO NEW TRANSLATIONS
ADDED THIS MONTH.
WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF MOVING TO A NEW
STORE SOFTWARE. WHEN THE MOVE IS COMPLETE,
ALL THE NEW TRANSLATIONS WILL BE ADDED. FOR A
CURRENT LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS, PLEASE
CLICK THE LINK BELOW.

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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